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Fingerprint Singular Point Detection Based on
Multiple-Scale Orientation Entropy
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Abstract—This letter develops a novel method for fingerprint
singular point detection based on a new singularity representa-
tion of ridge-valley region called orientation entropy. The candi-
date singular point is obtained by the multiple-scale analysis of
orientation entropy and some post processing steps are proposed to
filter the spurious core and delta points. An iteration compensation
scheme is proposed to search the precise location for core points
against the offset further. Performance of the proposed method
has been evaluated on the dataset of FVC2002 DB1. Experimental
results show that the multiple-scale orientation entropy is correct
and effective for singular detection and the location compensation
scheme reduces the distance between the detection result and the
truth singular point.

Index Terms—Entropy, multiple-scale analysis, orientation field,
orientation field flow curve, singular point detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

F INGERPRINT singular points, core and delta point, are
the critical features of fingerprint. The precise singular

point location is helpful to image registration, orientation field
estimation, fingerprint classification, etc. Many works have
been published in literatures for singular detection. They can
roughly be classified into three categories: local structure-based,
global model-based and filter response-based methods.
The local structure-based methods are mainly based on the

tendency of orientation vary according to Poincaré Index (PI)
[1]–[4]. In the core, delta and consistent ridge-valley region, the
orientation changes differently along a closed circle. They sum
these changes of orientation. If the value is , there is a sin-
gular point; otherwise it is a consistent ridge-valley region. The
global model-based methods mainly take the global property of
singular point into account to the orientation in the fingerprint
[5], [6]. These approaches suppose that the orientation of each
ridge-valley region depends on a complex function whose zero
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and pole points are related to the singular point location. The
filter response-based methods detect singular point based on the
difference of some especial filter responses between the singular
and ridge-valley region [7], [8]. Besides these approaches, there
exist other methods [9], [10].
However, the PI-based method is easily affected by noise

to detect a considerable number of spurious singular points. It
needs additional selection part to filter out these points; the accu-
racy of the model-based methods depends on the model param-
eters. Inappropriate parameter selection may cause the failure of
fitting method in the singularity region; the filter-based method
can either find only one core and delta point or facilitate the
more detection to the spurious points.
In this paper, the proposed method gets help from the dif-

ference of singularity in fingerprint image areas to develop a
new representation for searching the candidate singular point
regions. Although the fitting error of model-based methods is
eliminated, a slight offset still exists. The compensation scheme,
an iteration method based on orientation field flow curve extrac-
tion, releases the offset further.

II. MULTIPLE-SCALE ORIENTATION ENTROPY

A. Orientation Extraction

A gradient-based method for smooth orientation extraction
[11] is used to estimate the pixel-wise orientation image

. This method applied three different scale Gaussian fil-
ters to achieve the smooth orientation without excessive run-
time. The detail is summarized as follows.
Let refer to the fingerprint image and

denote to three isotropic Gaussian filters with the block
size , the pixel-wise squared gradient vector is

(1)

where , , and the
gradient vector is

(2)

The smooth orientation is computed by

(3)

where and is derived from (4) by

(4)
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Fig. 1. Orientation distribution of different regions. The first row is the dif-
ferent regions and the second row is the corresponding orientation distribution.
The first column is for core point region. The second column is for delta point
region. The third column is for consistent ridge-valley region.

Fig. 2. Example of MSOE. (a) Original image; (b) scale orientation en-
tropy; (c) scale orientation entropy; and (d) scale orientation en-
tropy;(e). Multiple-scale orientation entropy. , and are the different
sampling rates.

B. Orientation Entropy

In information theory, entropy is a description to the un-
certainty of a random variable. In Fig. 1, the histograms of
orientation in different fingerprint regions are shown. The
orientation has more evenly distribution in the singular region
than consistent ridge-valley region. Here, we apply Shannon’s
definition [12] to the discrete entropy to obtain the orientation
entropy (OE).
Suppose the orientation field is a random variable. is

the quantification scale and used to quantify as discrete vari-
able with possible values . The discrete orien-
tation can be computed according to (5)

(5)

where is the sample rate of the orientation field.
Let be the quantified orientation image in a block size .

The discrete entropy of is

(6)

where is the distribution of the probability mass function.

C. Multiple-Scale Analysis

However the quantification releases the computation com-
plexity of orientation entropy, many noise regions are strength-
ened in the single quantification scale case. Multiple-scale anal-
ysis is helpful to reduce the effect from the region where the
orientation is around the possible value.
Let , and be three different scales to quantify

the orientation. The multiple-scale orientation entropy (MSOE)
is defined as follows:

(7)

Fig. 2 shows an example of OE using three different scales
and MSOE.

III. CANDIDATE SINGULAR DETECTION

From the Fig. 2, we can find that the MSOE feature has a
significant difference between in the singularity region and in
the smooth ridge-valley region. The global and local thresholds
[13] are used to select the candidate singular point region in the
foreground region which is extracted by the method [14].
Let be the MSOE at pixel . The can-

didate singular point is decided by and .
If ,
the pixel is a candidate singular point, where

and is a local
maximum value, which can be estimated adaptively in the
block size as follows:

(8)

is a constant coefficient. The singular type is confirmed by
the conventional PI method.
Although the smooth orientation field reduces the effect

from noise and the threshold scheme filters out a lot of spurious
points, some regions around singular point are detected. To
distinguish the truth singular points from the spurious ones in
the candidate set , the post processing steps are applied as
below.
If a core point is too closed (16 pixels) to a delta point, they

are removed from ; If there are more than one core point in ,
the core point withmaximumOE and all the points with
similar singular direction [2] are kept in the set , and all the
points with contrary direction are kept in the set . Let
be the direction of , the elements in and are pro-
jected along and . Except the points with max-
imum projection value in the two sets, all other core points are
removed from ; For the region around each delta point in
, the orientation entropy is extracted with as quantification
scale. If more than three connectivity regions with zero value in
exist and the area difference between the regions with max-

imum area and the third maximum area is not too much, the
point is a valid delta point, otherwise it is removed from .

IV. COMPENSATION SCHEME BASED ON

ORIENTATION FIELD FLOW CURVE

Smooth orientation leads to a slight offset of the core point lo-
cation. In addition, the nonuniform orientation changes around
the core point have the similar effect.
A novel algorithm based on orientation field flow curves

(OFFCs) is proposed to compensate the offset. Here, the coarse
orientation [2] is used to extract the OFFCs. The compensation
algorithm for each candidate core point region is described as
follows.
Step 1) The initial iteration time is set to 1 and the candi-

date core point is set as the initial start point for the
extraction of the first OFFC.

Step 2) The th OFFC is iteratively extracted
from the initial start point of according the
method in [15], where is the length of .

Step 3) Estimate themaximum curvature point on and
the reference direction. Let , , ,
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TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES

and be the points on with the sample step
, the curvature on is computed according to
the cosine theorem as

(9)

The reference direction is obtained by the location
of and on

(10)

where the location of is the mean location of the
four sample points , , and ,
is the label of .

Step 4) Find the initial start point for the next OFFC .
Suppose is the offset step, the initial start point of

is

(11)

Step 5) If , the core point is the point with
maximum curvature in . Otherwise

and go to Step 2) to extract .
The OFFC extraction is within the effective region centered

at its initial start point. It ensures that there can be only one core
point in the region for compensation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We compare the performance of singular detection on the
public fingerprint database FVC2002 DB1 [16] with another
two methods [1], [8], where all the detection algorithms are
based on the smooth orientation [11]. The DB1 from FVC2002
contains 800 fingerprints and the scanning resolutions are
500 DPI. All the truth singular points in the fingerprint database
are manually labeled. The truth and detected singular points are
considered as the correspondence pair if their distance is smaller
than 30 pixels. The parameters of our method corresponding to
the database are given in the Table I. For the conventional PI

Fig. 3. (a) Relationship between offset and detection rate for MSOE and (b)
relationship between offset and false alarm rate for MSOE.

Fig. 4. (a) Relationship between offset and detection rate for compensation
scheme to MSOE and (b) relationship between offset and false alarm rate for
compensation scheme to MSOE.

Fig. 5. Example of the compensation results. (a) manual, (b) conventional PI
method, (c) Chikkerur’s method, (d) MSOE, and (e) compensation scheme for
MSOE.

method, the average core (or delta) point is computed to replace
these core (or delta) points in a small region.
To evaluate the effectiveness of MSOE, the relationship

between offset and detection rate and the relationship between
offset and false rate are plotted in Fig. 3. It shows that the
method only based on MSOE has lower false alarm rate than
the two other methods meanwhile it has similar detection rate
as the two other methods.
The relationship between the offset and detection rate for

compensation scheme and two other methods are plotted in
Fig. 4(a). There are more match pairs of truly detected singular
point and truth singular point with the small offset. Accom-
plishing the offset correction, the false alarm rate is further
reduced [see Fig. 4(b)].
In Fig. 5, the core point region is only given. The experi-

mental results show that the compensation scheme can effec-
tively amend the offset. Combing the multiple-scale analysis to
the orientation entropy and the compensation scheme, the pro-
posed method provides a good performance for singular detec-
tion (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Some examples of the final detection results. (a) Manual, (b) conven-
tional PI method, (c) Chikkerur’s method, and (d) the proposed method.

VI. CONCLUSION

By analyzing the orientation field distribution, we have pro-
posed a method to extract the fingerprint singular point based
on MSOE. The preliminary results on the public database of
FVC2002 DB1 indicate that the new feature is recognizable for
the orientation field singularity and the compensation scheme
reduces the offset between the truly detected core point and the
corresponding truth core point successfully.
However, the further experiments on the database with the

bad image quality are still needed. The singular point type and
direction may be confirmed according to the MSOE. The pro-
posed singular detection method may be helpful for improving
the fingerprint match performance of the free alignment tech-
nology [17], [18].
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